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We have studied the effects of bulk anisotropy and the strain induced by lattice mismatch on the
interband tunneling in broken-gap single-barrier InAs/AlSb/GaSb heterostructures and
double-barrier InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb heterostructures. We have used the eight-band
k·p model and the scattering matrix method, combined with the Burt envelope function theory, to
calculate the interband transmission coefficients through the broken-gap heterostructures. We have
found a noticeable anisotropy of the transmission coefficients when the magnitude of the in-plane
wave vector increases to around 0.25 nm−1. We have also found that the strain and the bulk
anisotropy of quasiparticle dispersion produce additional peaks in the tunneling probability. For the
double-barrier resonant-tunneling structures we discover a large spin splitting of the
resonant-tunneling peaks caused by the lack of inversion symmetry. A strong influence of the strain
induced by lattice mismatch appears in the current–voltage characteristics of the studied broken-gap
heterostructures. In InAs/AlSb/GaSb structures the interband tunneling processes into the
heavy-hole states contribute mainly to the peak current density if the sample is grown on InAs, but
if the sample is grown on GaSb the interband tunneling processes into the light-hole states become
the main contribution to the peak current density. As a result, the structure grown on GaSb
has a much larger peak current density. This phenomenon was observed experimentally.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1857058g

I. INTRODUCTION

Interband tunneling structures based on InAs, GaSb, and
AlSb materials have been much studied both experimentally
and theoretically. In these so-called broken-gap heterostruc-
tures, the InAs conduction band overlaps with the GaSb va-
lence band. Consequently, electrons from the InAs conduc-
tion band can tunnel into the GaSb valence band through the
AlSb barrier layer. This unique band structure makes the
broken-gap heterostructures promising candidates for device
applications because of their negative differential resistance
with high values of peak-to-valley current ratio and peak
current density.1–10 Both single-barrier and double-barrier in-
terband tunneling broken-gap heterostructures have been
fabricated and investigated experimentally. Single-barrier
structures usually contain an AlSb barrier as a quantum re-
gion sandwiched between ann+-InAs emitter and a
p+-GaSb collector.2,4,5 In Ref. 3, a similar structure, but with
a GaSb/AlSb quantum region, was investigated. Two types
of double-barrier structures have been well studied: one is
the structure with an AlSb/GaSb/AlSb quantum well1,11

sandwiched between two InAs cladding layers and the other
is that with an AlSb/ InAs/AlSb quantum well7,8 sandwiched

between two GaSb cladding layers. In Ref. 9 a complicated
double-barrier structure with an AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb
quantum well between ann+-InAs emitter and ap+-GaSb
collector was investigated. It has been shown that these
double-barrier structures have higher peak-to-valley current
ratios than the single-barrier structures.

Theoretical analysis on interband tunneling processes in
broken-gap heterostructures should consider the mixing of
the states in conduction bandsCBd, light-hole sLHd band,
and heavy-holesHHd band, with or without the split-offsSOd
hole band. The existing theoretical works use the tight-
binding method,11–13or the multibandk·p quantum transmit-
ted boundary method,14 or the transfer-matrix method,15,16or
the transfer Hamiltonian approach.17,18 While the interband
tunneling of electrons from the CB states into the LH states
has been proven to be the dominating process in general, the
tunneling into the HH states cannot be ignored for oblique
incidence. For example, the interband tunneling processes
through the HH states in the InAs/AlSb/GaSb resonant-
tunneling structuresRTSd contribute considerably to the val-
ley current density.11,12,17

The lattice mismatch in broken-gap heterostructures is
small, and its effect is usually neglected. The strain-induced
energy shift in InAs/GaSb broken-gap quantum wells was
investigated very recently.19 Based on these results, we ex-adElectronic mail: karin.nilsson@teorfys.lu.se
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pect that the small energy-level shift in the quantum well due
to the lattice mismatch is important for resonant tunneling,
because this small level shift may easily destroy the
resonant-tunneling condition. The effect of lattice mismatch
manifests itself for oblique incidence owing to the compli-
cated two-dimensional dispersion parallel to interfaces. In
the present work, we will extend our previous study of the
static properties of broken-gap quantum wells to the investi-
gation of the effects on dynamical interband tunneling prop-
erties of tunneling heterostructures not only of the strain but
also of the bulk anisotropy. In particular, we will demonstrate
these effects on the transmission coefficients and the current–
voltagesI –Vd characteristics. We will use the scattering ma-
trix method20 and the relevant eight-bandk·p model.19 In
our analysis we will also use the Burt envelope function
theory21 and its extension to the heterostructures of zinc-
blende materials.22 The interband transmission coefficients
for carriers with a finite magnitude of the in-plane wave vec-
tor along thef10g and f11g directions are calculated.

The systems we have investigated are an
InAs/AlSb/GaSb single-barrier structure, as shown in Fig.
1sad, grown on either InAs or GaSb substrates, and an
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb resonant-tunneling
double-barrier structure grown on GaSb, as indicated in Fig.
1sbd. Due to the lattice mismatch, for an InAs/AlSb/GaSb
structure grown on InAs, the AlSb layer and the GaSb layer
are strained, and for an InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure grown on
GaSb, the AlSb layer and the InAs layer are strained. When
the InAs layer is strained, the conduction-band edge shifts

downwards by 0.029 eV. When the GaSb layer is strained,
the edge of the heavy-hole band shifts upwards by 0.019 eV,
and the edge of the light-hole band shifts downwards by
0.029 eV. Consequently, these two single-barrier structures
will have different electron energy-level structures. For the
double-barrier structure, the strain induced by the lattice mis-
match also changes the subband dispersion in the InAs/GaSb
quantum well.19,23 Combined with the modification of the
bulk dispersion due to bulk anisotropy, the transmission co-
efficients and theI –V characteristics of broken-gap hetero-
structures will then exhibit interesting behavior which will
be studied in the present work.

We have found a noticeable anisotropy of the transmis-
sion coefficients when the in-plane wave vectors have a mag-
nitude around 0.25 nm−1. Under various situations, the bulk
anisotropy produces additional peaks in the interband tunnel-
ing probability into the LH states. On the other hand, the
strain induced by lattice mismatch creates additional peaks in
interband tunneling probability into the HH states in the
spectrum region where tunneling into LH states is forbidden.
For the single-barrier structures, we obtained a larger tunnel-
ing current density for the sample grown on GaSb than on
InAs, in agreement with the experiment.4,5 For the double-
barrier heterostructures, we obtained a large spin splitting of
the peaks in the transmission coefficients. However, the com-
plicated multiple-peak profile of the transmission coefficients
results in one broad maximum in theI –V characteristics.

In Sec. II we will outline our model and method of cal-
culation of the electron transmission coefficients and the tun-
neling current density. A detailed numerical calculation will
then be performed, and the numerical results will be dis-
cussed in Sec. III. Finally, a conclusion is given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

In the present work, we will consider two strained tun-
neling heterostructures grown along the crystallographic
f001g direction, which defines thez axis. We also assign the
f100g direction as thex axis andf010g the y axis. The two
tunneling heterostructures are InAs/AlSb/GaSb and
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb, and under flatband
conditions without strain their band diagrams are shown in
Fig. 1 as panelssad andsbd, respectively. We will use thek ·p
band model which takes into account the CB states, the LH
states, the HH states, and the SO hole states. It was pointed
out19 that the effect of the following terms are small: the
linear-in-k terms and Kane’sB parameter in thek·p Hamil-
tonian, the terms proportional to the interband deformation
potential caused by the lack of inversion symmetry in bulk
zinc-blende crystals, and the spin-orbit terms in the strain
Hamiltonian. So, these terms will be neglected in our theo-
retical analysis. The resulting Hamiltonian of the eight-band
model around theG point of zinc-blende crystals can be writ-
ten as

Ĥ = Ĥk + ĤSO+ Ĥe, s1d

where the termsĤSO and Ĥe describe the spin-orbit interac-

tion and the effect of strain, respectively. The termĤk de-
pends on the conduction-band edge, the valence-band edge,

FIG. 1. The energy band diagrams ofsad the InAs/AlSb/GaSb single-
barrier structure andsbd the InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb resonant-
tunneling structure.
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the momentum operators"k̂x, "k̂y, and"k̂z, the modified Lut-
tinger parameters, as well as the interband momentum matrix

elements. The exact forms of the 838 matricesĤk, ĤSO, and

Ĥe, as well as the basis functions for the Hamiltonian are
given in Ref. 19. The multicomponent envelope functionc
=sc1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8dT and the corresponding

eigenenergyE satisfy the equationĤc=Ec. Unphysical so-
lutions of this equation are removed with a standard
procedure.19,22 After this, the boundary conditions for the
envelope functions are derived.19

To solve the equation forc with the scattering matrix
method, we divide the entire system intoN sublayers and in
each sublayer the potential is approximated by a constant
value. The envelope functions in each sublayer are then ex-
pressed as linear combinations of the corresponding bulk
eigenstates whose wave vectors are permitted to have an
imaginary part. Letzn1 andzn2 mark the positions of the two
interfaces at the left and right sides of thenth layer, respec-
tively. In the nth sublayer, there are plane-wave-like func-
tions with thez-component wave vectors ±kz,j

snd for the j th
bulk eigenstate. Consequently, in thenth sublayer the enve-
lope functioncn can be written in the form

cn = eiskxx+kyydo
j=1

6

faj
sndeikz,j

sndsz−zn1df+j
snd + bj

snde−ikz,j
sndsz−zn2df−j

sndg,

s2d

where the complex wave vectorskz,j
snd have non-negative

imaginary parts. The coefficientsaj
snd and bj

snd are for the
forward and backward waves, respectively. The column vec-
tors f± j

snd and the complex wave vectorskz,j
snd satisfy the equa-

tion Hfkx,ky, ±kz,j
sndgf± j

snd=Ef± j
snd. We choose mutually orthogo-

nal vectorsf± j
snd corresponding to each of the wave vectors

±kz,j
snd.

When we solve the Schrödinger equation for each sub-
layer of the structure, we use the boundary conditions to
construct the 12312 scattering matrixSs1,Nd which con-
nects the coefficients of the initial layer 1 and the final layer
N, as in Ref. 19. Here, layer 1 is the left cladding layer and
layer N is the right cladding layer. If the electron tunnels
from statel of the left cladding layer to the right side of the
structure, thenbsNd=0, al

s1d=1, andaj
s1d=0 for j Þ l, where

statel must be a propagating state with a realkz,l
s1d. The vec-

tors asNd andbs1d are determined from

asNd = S11s1,Ndas1d, s3d

and

bs1d = S21s1,Ndas1d, s4d

where the 636 submatricesS11s1,Nd and S21s1,Nd can be
obtained from the scattering matrixSs1,Nd and are defined
in Ref. 19.

To calculate the transmission of electrons along thez
axis, from the left cladding layer to the right cladding layer,
let us first consider the corresponding velocity operator,

v̂z =
i

"
sĤz− zĤd =

1

"

]Ĥ

]k̂z

. s5d

Replacing the operatork̂z in v̂z by kz,l
snd, we obtain the 838

matrix representationJz,l
snd for the probability current-density

operator, which is equal to the velocity operator, in thenth
sublayer corresponding to thelth state with a realkz,l

snd. For
the left cladding layersn=1d, the incident probability current
density is then calculated as

jz,l
s1d = ual

s1du2Reff l
s1d†Jz,l

s1df l
s1dg = Reff l

s1d†Jz,l
s1df l

s1dg. s6d

Using the scattering matrix method, the transmitted probabil-
ity current density for the tunneling process into thekth state
of the right cladding layersn=Nd is simply

jz,k
sNd = uak

sNdu2Reffk
sNd†Jz,k

sNdfk
sNdg

= ufS11s1,Ndgklu2Reffk
sNd†Jz,k

sNdfk
sNdg. s7d

In terms of these two probability current densities, the tun-
neling probabilityTkl from the lth state of the left cladding
layer into thekth state of the right cladding layer is obtained
as

TklsE,k id = jz,k
sNd/ jz,l

s1d. s8d

It is important to notice that ifkz,l
s1d for kz,k

sNdg has a nonzero
imaginary part, then the corresponding wave is incapable of
propagating and the respective probability current densityjz,l

s1d

for jz,k
sNdg vanishes.
The tunneling probability also depends on the applied

bias voltageV which modifies the potential profile of the
entire system. Under this condition and with the consider-
ation of the carrier occupations of the initial and final states,
the partial current densityIklsVd for the interband tunneling
processes from the incident statel into the transmitted statek
can be calculated as

IklsVd =
e

4p2"
E dkiki E dETklsE,ki,Vd

3ff1sE,m1d − f2sE,m2dg, s9d

wheree is the electronic charge. The functionsf1sE,m1d and
f2sE,m2d are the Fermi–Dirac distribution functions for the
left InAs cladding layer and the right GaSb cladding layer,
with the corresponding chemical potentialsm1 and m2. We
have neglected the variation of the chemical potential in each
cladding layer caused by the drift-diffusion processes. The
total current density is simply the sum of all the partial ones.

We treat electrons and holes classically in the cladding
layers, as in Ref. 17. The good agreement between the cal-
culated and measuredI –V curves given in Ref. 17 suggests
that this approximation is reasonable. The values ofm1 and
m2 with respect to the conduction-band edge of the left clad-
ding layer near the quantum region, as well as the potential
profile, are derived by solving the Poisson equation through-
out the entire heterostructure but neglecting the charge accu-
mulation in the quantum region. This approximation is ex-
cellent for the single-barrier structures. However, it is also
reasonable for the resonant-tunneling structures considered
here with sufficiently thin InAs and GaSb layers in the quan-
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tum well, where the difference between the highest hole level
and the lowest electron level is not large. We also found that
the effect of anisotropy of the transmission coefficients on
the total current density is negligibly small. Therefore, in our
numerical results this effect is ignored.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The systems to be studied here are single-barrier and
double-barrier tunneling structures, the band diagrams of
which, under flatband condition, are plotted in the two panels
of Fig. 1. We need many material parameters as input to our
numerical calculation. In Ref. 24 we can find the values of
the energy gaps, the split-off energies, the interband momen-
tum matrix elements, the Luttinger parameters, the lattice
constants, and the band offsets for both the conduction band
and the valence band. The deformation potentials and the
stiffness constants are given in Ref. 25. While the numerical
analysis is performed, attention is paid to the following issue.
The strain due to the lattice mismatch distorts both the
conduction- and the valence-band edges from the flatband
situation given in Fig. 1, resulting in a change of the bulk
dispersion, as well as the subband dispersion in the
InAs/GaSb quantum well.19,23Adding the effect of bulk an-
isotropy which also modifies the bulk dispersion, interesting
phenomena are expected to be found in both the transmission
coefficients and theI –V characteristics.

A. Single-barrier structures

For the single-barrier InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure we
have studied, the electron tunnels from a state in the InAs
conduction band, through the AlSb barrier layer, into either a
LH state or a HH state in the GaSb valence band. Two types
of InAs/AlSb/GaSb heterostructures were investigated ex-
perimentally: one grown on InAssRef. 5d and the other on
GaSb.4 We will study both structures with the barrier width
of 3 nm. The electron from the InAs emitter tunnels through
the AlSb barrier layer near its LH and HH valence-band
edges. Hence, it can transfer through the AlSb layer both as
the LH states and HH states for nonzero in-plane wave vec-
tor, but not as the SO hole states, the wave functions of
which vanish inside the barrier because the SO band edge is
far away from the energies of the tunneling electrons. The
LH effective mass is much less than the HH effective mass.
For this reason the depth of wave-function penetration into
the barrier is much less for the HH state than for the LH
state, and therefore the tunneling process through the LH
channel dominates. In the structure grown on InAs, the LH
band edge of the barrier layer shifts by −0.054 eV due to the
lattice-mismatched strain, while it shifts only by −0.027 eV
in the structure grown on GaSb. For this reason the depth of
LH state penetration into the barrier for a given incident
electron energyE is lesser for the structure grown on InAs
than for the structure grown on GaSb. Hence, the interband
tunneling probability is expected to be larger in the second
case.

If an incident electron has zero in-plane wave vector,
k i=0, it can only tunnel into the LH valence band of the
GaSb contact layer. Hence, we will consider the more inter-

esting case of finitek i for which the electron can tunnel into
both the LH and the HH states. The calculated transmission
coefficients fork i=0.09 nm−1 along thef10g direction are
shown in Fig. 2 with the solid curves for tunneling into all
HH states of different spin orientationssCB-HH tunnelingd
and the dashed curves for tunneling into all LH states
sCB-LH tunnelingd. Panel sad is for the unstrained
InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure. The results for strained struc-
tures grown on InAs and on GaSb are plotted in panelssbd
and scd, respectively. The results fork i in the f11g direction
differ only slightly from those shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 indicates that there is only one energy window
for the CB-LH tunneling. The profiles of the transmission

FIG. 2. The transmission coefficients for InAs/AlSb/GaSb structures under
flatband conditions for the magnitude of the in-plane wave vectorki

=0.09 nm−1 sad for the unstrained structure,sbd for the strained structure
grown on InAs, andscd for the strained structure grown on GaSb. The solid
curves are for the CB-HH tunneling, and the dashed curves are for the
CB-LH tunneling. The conduction-band edge of the unstrained InAs is used
as the energy reference.
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coefficient curves for the CB-LH tunneling in panelssad, sbd,
andscd are qualitatively the same, except for the variation of
the energy window width due to the energy-level change
induced by strain. The left edges of the energy windows in
panelssad and sbd coincide, while that in panelscd is essen-
tially shifted to lower energies. This is because the
conduction-band edge in the InAs layer is shifted downwards
by 0.029 eV in the structure grown on GaSb. Therefore in
this structure, for a given value of the electron in-plane wave
vector in the InAs left contact layer, its component normal to
interfaces becomes real at lower energy. Similarly, the red-
shift of the right edge of the energy window in panelsbd is
due to the downward shift of the LH band edge in the
strained GaSb right contact layer when the sample is grown
on InAs. As a result, the normal component of the wave
vector of the outgoing LH state in the GaSb layer vanishes at
lower energy. We notice that the probabilities in panelssad
and scd are larger than the probability in panelsbd. The de-
crease of the CB-LH tunneling probability in panelsbd is due
to the large downward shift of the LH valence-band edge in
the strained AlSb barrier layer in a structure grown on InAs.
This agrees with the experimental observation that the tun-
neling current density in samples grown on InAs is smaller
than that in samples grown on GaSb.4,5 We will return to this
point later.

On the other hand, in panelsbd there are two energy
windows for the CB-HH tunneling. The lower-energy win-
dow coincides with the energy window for the CB-LH tun-
neling. The higher-energy window, in which the CB-LH tun-
neling is forbidden, is created by the lattice-mismatch-
induced strain. With strain decreasing, the lower-energy
window expands toward the higher-energy side, while the
higher-energy window shrinks. When the strain is absent in
GaSb, the two energy windows merge into one, as shown in
panelssad andscd. The right edges of the energy windows for
the CB-HH tunneling in panelssad andscd and of the second
energy window in panelsbd correspond to the energies for
which the normal component of the wave vector of the out-
going HH state in the GaSb cladding layer vanishes. The
CB-HH tunneling probability is also weaker in panelsbd than
in panelssad andscd for all energies, except for those which
are near the right edge of the second energy window, result-
ing in a smaller current density in the structure grown on
InAs.

For a given value ofki the transmission coefficient de-
pends on the direction ofk i because of the anisotropy of the
bulk dispersion of holes in various layers of the structure,
resulting from the difference between Luttinger parameters
sg2Þg3d and also from the lattice-mismatch-induced strain.
This anisotropy of the transmission coefficients can be sig-
nificant when the value ofki is large. In the case of a small
ki, it is much less than the absolute values of the normal to
interfaces components of the wave vectors of the hole states
in AlSb and GaSb for most energies, except for those close to
the boundaries of energy windows for the CB-LH and
CB-HH tunnelings. Then for realkz,j

snd, the angle between the
wave vectors of states which have different directions ofk i is
small that results in negligible difference in bulk dispersion.
Also, negligible difference in bulk dispersion can be found in

the case of complexkz,j
snd if ukz,j

sndu@ki. For this reason the
anisotropy of the transmission coefficients with respect to
different directions ofk i is also small. The anisotropy is
enhanced with increasingki, and to illustrate this phenom-
enon we have performed a detailed numerical study forki

=0.245 nm−1, at which the anisotropic effect is noticeable.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 for an InAs/AlSb/GaSb
sample grown on InAs, with panelsad for the CB-HH tun-
neling and panelsbd for the CB-LH tunneling. The solid
curves are fork i along thef10g direction and the dashed
curves are fork i along thef11g direction. While the CB-HH
tunneling probability is less anisotropic, profound aniso-
tropic features are found in the CB-LH tunneling probability,
the profile of which displays two separated narrow-energy
windows.

Figure 4 shows similar results for an InAs/AlSb/GaSb
sample grown on GaSb. Here again we see a weak aniso-
tropy in the CB-HH transmission through the sample. How-
ever, for the CB-LH tunneling, an additional very narrow
high-energy window appears in the transmission coefficient
profile whenk i switches from thef11g direction to thef10g
direction. To find the origin of this additional sharp peak in
the CB-LH tunneling probability, we performed another cal-
culation for an unstrained structure using the axial
approximation.18 The results are shown in Fig. 5 with the
solid curve for the CB-HH tunneling and the dashed curve

FIG. 3. The transmission coefficients for the InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure
grown on InAs for the in-plane wave vectork i=0.245 nm−1 sad for the
CB-HH tunneling andsbd for the CB-LH tunneling. The solid curves are for
k i along thef10g direction, and the dashed curves are fork i along thef11g
direction.
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for the CB-LH tunneling. We see clearly in Fig. 5 the ab-
sence of the sharp peak in the high-energy regime. Conse-
quently, this sharp peak is caused by the anisotropy of the
hole spectrum in bulk GaSb which is generated by both the
inequality of the Luttinger parametersg2Þg3 and the strain
induced by the lattice mismatch. Because of the complicated
anisotropic dispersion of holes in GaSb, at large values ofki

it is possible to have three different critical energies, at each
of which kz of the outgoing LH state in the GaSb cladding

layer vanishes. These three critical energies correspond to the
right edge of the lower-energy window for the CB-LH tun-
neling and the two edges of the higher-energy window. With
further increase ofki to 0.3 nm−1, the CB-LH tunneling and
the CB-HH tunneling become forbidden.

Since we found that the anisotropy of the transmission
coefficients is small for most of the tunneling processes, it
cannot be detected in theI –V characteristics. To calculate
the I –V curves, we have set the donor concentration in the
left InAs cladding layer and the acceptor concentration in the
right GaSb cladding layer to be 1017 cm−3, which are the
values for the experimental samples.4 Our calculatedI –V
curves at 77 K are shown in Fig. 6, where panelsad is for an
unstrained InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure, panelsbd is for a

FIG. 4. The transmission coefficients for the InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure
grown on GaSb for the in-plane wave vectork i=0.245 nm−1 sad for the
CB-HH tunneling andsbd for the CB-LH tunneling. The solid curves are for
k i along thef10g direction, and the dashed curves are fork i along thef11g
direction.

FIG. 5. The transmission coefficients for the unstrained InAs/AlSb/GaSb
structure calculated with the axial approximation. The solid curve is for the
CB-HH tunneling, and the dashed curve is for the CB-LH tunneling.

FIG. 6. The current–voltage characteristics of the InAs/AlSb/GaSb struc-
tures at the temperature of 77 Ksad for the unstrained structure,sbd for the
strained structures grown on InAs, andscd for the strained structures grown
on GaSb. The solid curves are for the total current density, the dashed curves
for the CB-HH contribution, and the dotted curves for the CB-LH
contribution.
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strained structure grown on InAs, and panelscd is for a
strained structure grown on GaSb. The solid curves are for
the total current which consists of two components: the
CB-HH tunneling contribution shown by the dashed curves
and the CB-LH contribution indicated by the dotted curves.

Our finding of larger tunneling current densities in pan-
els sad andscd, as compared to that in panelsbd, is consistent
with the corresponding transmission coefficients in Fig. 2.
Among the three cases in Fig. 6, only in panelsbd is the
contribution of the CB-HH tunneling process larger than that
of the CB-LH tunneling process for all the values of the
applied voltage. In this sample, the HH band edge of GaSb
lies above the LH band edge by approximately 0.048 eV.
Hence holes occupy mainly the HH states in the GaSb clad-
ding layer, and thus the tunneling into the HH states is the
dominating process. Small hole occupation of the LH states
in the GaSb cladding layer in the structure grown on InAs is
another reason for the strong suppression of the CB-LH tun-
neling current component and the total current density in this
sample. We would like to point out that in panelsbd when the
CB-LH tunneling current vanishes at higher bias voltage, the
CB-HH tunneling current density is still significant. This is
due to the splitting of the GaSb valence band. At high volt-
ages, the band edge for the light-holes becomes lower than
the conduction-band edge of the InAs cladding layer near the
barrier, and the tunneling into the LH states becomes forbid-
den.

We notice that the peak current density for the strained
sample grown on GaSb is higher than that grown on InAs, in
agreement with the experimental observations.4,5 More pre-
cisely, the peak current density of about 0.95 kA/cm2 in Fig.
6scd is in good agreement with the experiment for the struc-
ture with a 3-nm barrier thickness.4 sThe observed value ob-
tained from Fig. 4 in Ref. 4 is about 0.8 kA/cm2.d The peak
current density of about 0.08 kA/cm2 in Fig. 6sbd is less than
that in Ref. 5, which is about 0.16 kA/cm2. This difference
is due to the larger donor concentration in the InAs cladding
layer and the acceptor concentration in the GaSb cladding
layer s1018 cm−3 and 531018 cm−3, respectivelyd of the ex-
perimental sample grown on InAs. Our calculation for the
sample with these doping levels at room temperature, at
which the experiments were performed in Ref. 5, gives an
excellent agreement with the experiment for the peak current
density.

B. Double-barrier structures

The tunneling current in the double-barrier
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure grown on
GaSb was investigated experimentally in Ref. 9. In one of
the experimental samples, in the quantum well the width of
the GaSb layer is 6.5 nm and the width of the InAs layer is
12 nm. In our calculation, we use these layer widths. The
energy-level structures in InAs/GaSb quantum wells were
derived earlier,19,26and we have performed such calculations
for the quantum well with 6.5-nm GaSb and 12-nm InAs and
have used this information to assign the resonant-tunneling
peaks obtained in our present work. The two barriers in the
experimental sample have the same width of 3 nm, which

produce very narrow widths of the resonant levels in the
well. If we use this barrier width in our calculation, it will
take an impractical amount of computer time to derive the
I –V curves. Hence, for practical purposes, we set the barrier
width to 1.5 nm.

For CB-HH and CB-LH interband tunneling with in-
plane wave vectorki=0.001 nm−1, our calculated transmis-
sion coefficients are shown in Fig. 7, where panelsad is for
tunneling through an unstrained structure and panelsbd is for
a strained one. The solid curves are for the CB-HH tunneling
and the dashed curves are for the CB-LH tunneling. The
labels 1e and 1lh indicate the resonant tunneling through the
electronlike and the LH-like levels in the InAs/GaSb quan-
tum well, while the interband tunneling through the HH-like
states in the well is negligible for such a small value ofki.
Also, the HH states are almost decoupled from the other
states forki=0.001 nm−1 and the transmission coefficients
into the HH states are very small. We notice that both the 1e
and 1lh states shift downwards due to the lattice-mismatched
strain. The shift of the 1e level is due to the shift of the
conduction-band edge in the strained InAs layer, while the
shift of the 1lh level is most likely a result of its hybridiza-
tion with the 1e level.

With a large value of the in-plane wave vector, an elec-
tron can also tunnel through the HH-like states. Because
there is no inversion symmetry in the quantum well, the spin
splitting of each energy level doubles the number of

FIG. 7. Transmission coefficients for the InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/
AlSb/GaSb structure for small in-plane wave vectork i=0.001 nm−1. The
solid curve is for the unstrained structure and the dashed curve is for the
strained structure.
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resonant-tunneling channels, resulting in the spin splitting of
each peak of the transmission coefficient. Forki

=0.145 nm−1, the calculated transmission coefficients are
shown in Fig. 8. Since the anisotropy is negligibly small for
such a magnitude of the in-plane wave vector, in Fig. 8 we
only show the transmission coefficients for thek i along the
f10g direction. The top panelsad is for an unstrained sample,
and the bottom panelsbd is for a strained one. The CB-HH
tunneling is shown in solid curves and the CB-LH in dashed
curves. The labels 1hh and 2hh indicate the tunneling
through the first and second HH-like quasibound levels in the
well. The strain-induced shifts of the 1hh and 2hh levels are
small because of the weak coupling of these states to the 1e
state.26 The spin splitting exhibited in our sample is much
larger than that reported for the InAs/GaSb/AlSb/GaSb
structure.11 The enhancement of the spin splitting here is due
to the strong asymmetry of the structure. The spin splitting
changes with the lattice-mismatched strain. We found the
additional peak of the transmission coefficients caused by
tunneling through the light-hole states in the quantum well
for the strained sample. These processes become permitted
because of the lowering of the conduction-band edge in the
strained InAs cladding layer.

Using these transmission coefficients to calculate the
tunneling current through the above studied
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb RTS, we need to
specify the bipolar doping in both cladding layers. To be

realistic, we set the donor concentration to be 1018 cm−3 and
the acceptor concentration to be 531018 cm−3, which are the
doping levels in the experimental samples.9 Our calculated
I –V characteristics at 300 K are shown in Fig. 9, where
panelsad is for the unstrained structure and panelsbd is for
the strained one. The solid curves represent the total current
density with the contributions from the CB-HH tunneling
current in dashed curves and from the CB-LH tunneling cur-
rent in dotted curves. The difference between the shapes of
the twoI –V curves is consistent with the difference between
the two transmission coefficient profiles in Fig. 8. Since the
1lh levels in the quantum well are much lower than the
Fermi energy in the GaSb cladding layer for all positive bias
voltages, the interband tunneling occurs mainly through the
1e and 2hh levels in the well and with little contribution
from being through the 2hh levels. In an unstrained structure,
the 1e level and 1hh level are closer to each other, and there-
fore may produce a sharper peak of the current density. The
experimentally observedI –V curve9 has more shoulders as
compared with theI –V curve in Fig. 9sbd. This may be ex-
plained by the fact that the barrier width of the experimental
sample is 3 nm instead of the 1.5 nm used in our calculation.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated that the bulk aniso-
tropy and the strain induced by the lattice mismatch can have
a significant influence on the interband tunneling processes

FIG. 8. The transmission coefficients for the
InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ InAs/AlSb/GaSb structure for in-plane wave vectork i

=0.145 nm−1 sad for the unstrained structure andsbd for the strained struc-
ture. The solid curves are for the CB-HH tunneling, and the dashed curves
are for the CB-LH tunneling.

FIG. 9. The room-temperatures300 Kd current–voltage characteristics of
the InAs/AlSb/GaSb/ –InAs/AlSb/GaSb structuresad for the unstrained
structure andsbd for the strained structure grown on GaSb. The solid curves
are for the total current density, the dashed curves for the CB-HH contribu-
tion, and the dotted curves for the CB-LH contribution.
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in broken-gap heterostructures. We should mention that in
our analysis, we have not considered the intraband processes,
such as the thermionic emission processes and intraband tun-
neling of holes. These processes may affect the valley cur-
rent density,4,13,17 but will not change our results qualita-
tively. We should point out that the charge transfer from the
GaSb layer to the InAs layer will modify the energy-level
positions in the InAs/GaSb quantum well of the RTS. As-
suming a reasonable amount of 231011 cm−2 for the transfer
of electron concentration, from solving the Poisson equation
we obtain an energy-level shift of only about 4 meV. Hence,
a self-consistent calculation will not change our results quali-
tatively.
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